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Diary Dates

Hull Friends of the Earth meetings are held 

on the first Thursday of every month, 7-9pm.

Currently we are meeting both in person and on

Zoom. We’d love you to join in! If you want to join us

on Zoom, just email Claire in advance at

clairegribben@me.com or hello@hfoe.org.uk

Thursday 27 January 7-8.30pm, on Zoom 

Meeting for anyone interested in Drax and biomass

issues. For more information contact Hilary at

hilary@amskaya.karoo.co.uk or on 01482 445747.

Monday 21 Feb to Sunday 6 March Fairtrade
Fortnight: look out for advertised events.

Thursday 3 February, 7-9pm
HFOE meeting, In person in the Oak Room, next door

to Cottingham Civic Hall, and online via Zoom.

Thursday 5 May 7-9pm 
HFOE meeting, online via Zoom.

Saturday 2 April 2022  
ECO deadline: Send news, articles, diary dates,

photos etc to ecohullfoe@gmail.com

Thursday 7 April 7-9pm 
HFOE meeting, In person in the Oak Room, next door

to Cottingham Civic Hall, and online via Zoom.

Green Fair we’ll let you know as soon as we do!

Between meetings there will be activities you can

join: litter picks, bike rides, or meetings around

campaign issues. If you are a member of HFOE you'll

get mailshots between ECOs, bringing you up to

date. Please join and keep in touch!  You need to be

a member of the local group Hull Friends of the

Earth; this is separate from being a member of the

national Friends of the Earth.
 

For news of other activities and events get in touch

with any of the contacts listed on the back page.

Even better, become a member yourself! Just fill in

the form on the back page, so we can send you

online newsletters to keep you up to date between

copies of ECO. You can also find us on Facebook,

Twitter and Instagram.

For contact details and 'regular 
members', please see the back page

3Tree planting at Garrowby Orchard
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Biofuelwatch/Anti-Drax/Dogwood Alliance -
Rohan Lewis
Marinet – Rohan Lewis
UK Win – Shahab Razzaki
Active Travel/Sustainable transport/Cyc City
– Alan Gribben, Andrew Gibson
Left for Nature/Nature Everywhere/Save the
Bees - Claire, Lucy, Kay, Glynis, Alister 
Carbon Neutral/Hull & ERYC – Claire Gribben
Green Jobs/Green & Fair - Alister Heywood
Trees/Heywoods – Rohan Lewis

Key Campaigns and Officers

 
 

In the words of the great Oprah Winfrey, "Cheers to a
new year, and another chance for us to get it right". 
No pressure there, then.
  In issue number 76, we have updates on two key local
campaigns, biomass burning Drax (page 7) and its
effects on Estonian forests (page 8), and East Yorkshire
fossil-fuel drilling site Wold Newton, pages 9 and 10.
  On page 5, Claire Gribben looks back at November's
Global Day of Action. Despite COP26 failing to meet
expectations, in Hull we certainly rose to the challenge,
demonstrating our support for climate justice with
customary determination, compassion and respect.
  Jane Tredgett gives an update on Humane Being's
legal campaign against factory farming on page 15,
while the results of a supermarket survey carried out 
by Pesticide Action Network UK makes for thought-
provoking reading. Where does your favoured
supermarket rank among the 10 largest as far as
harmful pesticides are concerned? Find out on page 17.
   
  
 

Coordinator – Claire Gribben
Treasurer/Membership - Rohan Lewis
Secretary - shared role 
Eco Editor - Alister Heywood
Social Media – Facebook & Twitter: 

Press/Media - Alister Heywood 
Planning - Paul Collinson
Website - Emily Gallagher

 
Hull Friends of the Earth

       Andrew Gibson/ Alan Gribben; 
       Instagram: Glynis Neslen/Claire Gribben

 

Page 13 might well prove lucky for wild swimmers as Brian
Morgan gives insights into the state of the nation's rivers,
while on page 16 Alan Gribben provides a in-depth look at
how to create an eco-friendly pond in your own garden. 
   Fossil fuel divestment - moving money out of unethical
firms by getting rid of investments that harm people and
planet - is a national campaign. On page 11, Hilary Byers
offers a local dimension, and there's a look at 21x, which
is enticingly billed as 'the most you can do for the planet'.
  Yvette Grindley of Pickering Road Orchard might beg to
differ. Read her absorbing article on the history of local
orchards and their role in carbon capture on page 12. 
  It's a new year, but will it be a new chapter, a new verse,
or the same old story? As Oprah said, it's up to us. So
come along and join us - details are on the back page!

  Hull FOE News
Welcome to the first
2022 edition of ECO! 
Alister Heywood (editor)
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Alister

New Year's walk at Garrowby Orchard

Spurn



I certainly felt a united sense of purpose
during our own day of action in Hull. 
  The event was covered by Hull Is This,
The Hull Story, BBC Radio Humberside
and Look North, with positive interaction
across our social media channels.   
  Hopefully this will be sustained, result in
action at the grassroots level and force
our governments into action!
  Thanks to Hull Minster, CycHull City, Hull
Food Partnership, Humane Being,
Pickering Road Orchard, Rubbish Friends,
Fossil Free Yorkshire, Gardens and Open
Spaces Hull, Shorelines, Stand up to
Racism, local trade unions and others for
your support and enthusiasm on the day.

THE COP26 day of action, held last year
on 6 November, was our opportunity 
to join in solidarity with others across
the globe to keep up the pressure on
our governments to deliver on their
promises to protect our climate.
  While outcomes at COP26 fell short of
expectations, the day itself was a success.
We were joined by 10 like-minded groups
outside Hull Minster, and enjoyed plenty
of interactions with members of the public
who seemed genuinely interested in what
they could do to protect the environment. 
  MPs Emma Hardy and Diana Johnson
also attended and several local
councillors came to show their support. 
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At 12 noon, the Minster bells rang out,
heralding a 2-minute silence for our
planet. This was the highlight of the day
for me and a moving moment to reflect
on the magnitude of our planet’s plight,
and hope for a more sustainable future.
  Unfortunately the outcome of the
COP26 negotiations failed on the main
commitment to keep global warming
below 1.5 degrees. Nor did it provide
the finance needed to support the
countries of the global south that have
done the least to impact climate
change, but will be the most affected. 
  However, you might agree with me that
there seems to have been a shift in the 

Claire Gribben reflects on November's COP26 Global Day of Action

Solidarity, fraternity, sustainability

media and public response
to climate change, with
much more coverage and
dialogue. The Global Day 
of Action on 6 November
was one of the largest
mobilisations ever seen,
with more than 300
demonstrations world-
wide and over 100 in the
UK alone. 



IN DECEMBER last year we were
pleased to see Hull City Council’s
emergency Traffic Regulation
Orders (TROs) made permanent.
They were implemented during the
Covid crisis and provide the legal
basis for implementing new cycle
lanes, extended bus lane times and
other traffic restrictions.
  Friends of the Earth are
demanding the Government spend
£2 billion a year on walking and
cycling. Despite falling far short of
that, Hull City Council successfully
bid for Department for Transport
(DFT) funding to offset people
switching from public transport to
private cars owing to Covid fears.
They have since secured
additional funding via the Local
Enterprise Partnership.

AT PACE
The TROs were implemented at pace
and schemes are far from perfect,
but Hull Friends of the Earth have
supported them as a first step - in
spite of intense, unsubstantiated
local media  criticism. Following our
“test ride” of the first schemes, we
were invited by highways officers to
provide our input into two new
schemes along Beverley Road and
Hull to Cottingham. 

adoption of e-bikes could result in
a third of journeys being by bike. 

PIECEMEAL
Funding remains piecemeal,
however, with the Council
dependent on the DFT releasing
pockets of cash. We must keep 
 lobbying at a local and national
level for active travel and public
transport to be given priority over
schemes that encourage private
car use. We must ensure local
schemes avoid unacceptable
compromises and weak links that
deter novice cyclists. 
  We will continue to provide
feedback on proposals. Beverley
Road and Hull to Cottingham are
due for completion soon. They are
not perfect, but are the best yet
and represent a glimpse of what
we hope to see across the city. 

TEST RIDE
We will shortly be organising an
event to test them out. If you
haven’t ridden a bike recently, this
will be a great opportunity to join
like-minded people and give it a go!

Alan Gribben
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Green travel is go in Hull

NOISY MINORITY
Despite figures showing a
significant increase in cycling
along the initial routes, we were
extremely anxious they would not
be made permanent due to
opposition by a noisy minority.
Some other cities had hastily
removed their schemes.   
  However, the Infrastructure and
Energy Overview and Scrutiny
Committee voted to support
making the TROs permanent and
amend Freetown Way – arguably
the most controversial element as
it reduced vehicle lanes from two
to one in each direction. The lanes
will be reinstated along-side
improved cycle lanes. 
  The Council’s Cabinet later voted
unanimously to make the TROs
permanent, including the
Freetown Way amendment, and
continue to fund the secure cycle
storage and maintenance hub in
Trinity Market. 
  It was pleasing to see councillors
recognise cycling can address
climate change, improve public
health, reduce pollution and tackle
congestion. Research for Friends
of the Earth shows segregated
cycle-ways and widespread 



THE NORTHERN Friends of the Earth
groups continue to build a strategy
around opposing Drax. We are working
alongside other campaign groups such 
as Biofuelwatch to expose the hypocrisy
and greenwashing behind this  so-called
"green" industry. 
  Drax is the single biggest emitter of
C02 in the UK, and burns more wood
than any other plant in the world,
importing pellets from the US, Canada
and Estonia. Much of the wood is
clearcut from biodiverse forests.  (See
page 8 for the view from Estonia.)
 The UK government provides more
than £2.2 million in subsidies to Drax
every day. Commitments were made at
COP26 to stop the destruction of
forests, yet our Government 

 

Our forests up in smoke
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WHAT IS CLEARCUTTING?
Also known as clearfelling, clearcutting is 
a controversial forestry/logging practice in
which the majority or all of the trees in an
area are uniformly cut down.

www.earth.com
Drax, near Selby

Hilary Byers explains the 'Axe Drax' campaign

You can also follow @biofuelwatch
on Twitter for updates.

continues to support the incredibly
damaging biofuel industry. 
  If you are interested in taking an
active part in the campaign please let
us know by emailing hello@hfoe.org.uk

SINCE 2012, Drax Power Station has received more than £4bn
in direct subsidies to convert 4 of its 6 boilers to burn wood
pellets instead of coal to produce electricity. By the time its
subsidies expire in 2027 it will have received another £6bn.   
  But since Drax began its coal-to-biomass conversions, the
costs of wind and solar electricity have fallen dramatically. So
the electricity Drax now generates is more expensive than
these other forms of electricity generation.
  To survive, Drax will need further subsidies. It hopes that by
installing equipment to capture CO2 from its smokestacks and
burying it under the North Sea it will get more funds  because,
in theory, this is extracting carbon from the atmosphere and
contributing to the UK's net zero ambitions. One analysis
suggests Drax might need £31.7bn over the next 25 years,
which is equivalent to almost £500 per person in the UK,
adding more than £16 a year to each household’s energy bill.
  In a recent policy statement, the government says it will
financially support the burning of biomass as long as carbon
capture and storage is fitted (a technology called BECCS).
 

It also says strict biomass sustainability criteria must be
developed to ensure BECCS genuinely removes carbon from
the atmosphere and doesn’t harm biodiversity. 
  Currently Drax obtains its wood pellets from wildlife-rich
forests in North America and the Baltic states, which are also
important carbon stores. It is highly doubtful that such sources
of pellets would pass any reasonable sustainability criteria test.
  FOE argues that the government should not provide Drax
with further funding. It is an old and inefficient power station.
It squanders 60% of the energy created by burning wood
pellets through waste heat to the atmosphere and as cooling
water to the nearby river. Its current source of wood pellets is
not sustainable. The same level of funding could generate
many more jobs if invested in climate solutions such as off- or
onshore wind, home insulation, or the production of green
hydrogen. Instead, we argue that Drax should prepare for
closure and its workers retrained so they can get new jobs.
policy.friendsoftheearth.uk/insight/future-drax-old-inefficient-
damaging-and-expensive

Old, inefficient, expensive
The national view on a long-standing local campaign

https://facebook.us20.list-manage.com/track/click?u=327d2f294cda07b03b286c93c&id=3269a37189&e=b8b45cd559
mailto:hello@hfoe.org.uk?subject=Drax%20campaign
https://ember-climate.org/project/cost-drax-beccs-plant/
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1031057/biomass-policy-statement.pdf


1)  More than 90% of all logging is
clearcut, which means most or all of the
trees in an area are cut down. This is not
our traditional method.  We're told by
the industry that close-to-nature
forestry, which manages the forest as a
self-regulating ecosystem is not
possible in Estonia. That's just not true!

2)  Logging takes place all year long,
even during spring/summer's breeding
season.  Together with BirdLife Estonia
and the Estonian Wildlife Rescue Centre,
we have taken court action to invoke a
logging ban during this critical period.
  Forestry companies, however, oppose
the ban and engage in activities
designed to discredit our organisation. 
 are subsidiaries of the main pellet
producer, Graanul Invest.

3)  Logging volumes are far from
sustainable, according to ecologists.
If we continue on the same course then
by 2030 we will not be a carbon dioxide
sink, but an emitter!

4)  Almost every tree is good enough for
wood pellet production, so almost
everything is taken from forests during
clearcuts: not just mature, but young,
very old or non-standard trees, which
are especially important for biodiversity.

5)  Many supposedly protected areas
are not actually protected and logging
takes place there as well using different
loopholes and the fact that the forestry
industry has been  influencing our
politicians and law-making for decades.
 
6) As many more remote areas have
already been logged the pressure on
forests important to local communities
is rising all over Estonia. People have to
fight to rescue the forests where they
have always jogged, hiked, picked herbs,  
mushrooms and berries, dedicated
themselves to nature photography etc.
Forests which are often buffers
between bigger roads and settlements,
forests which regulate the water regime
and provide clean air.

Save Estonia's Forests
is very thankful for the
opportunity to address
you all via Biofuelwatch

UNIQUE
As a country, Estonia is still home to a
lot of unique nature.  Our territory is a
little bit bigger than Denmark or the
Netherlands and we have 1,000 brown
bears roaming here. There are wolves,
lynx and various smaller carnivores, too.
  Estonia and Finland are the only EU 
 countries where flying squirrels live.
The rare black stork builds its nests in
our remote forests.  We also have nine
species of woodpecker, capercaillies
and other birds which prefer old and
intact forest habitats.
  These are just a few examples.
 
HABITAT
But during the last decade we have lost
more than 25% of our forest bird
population.  The main reason for this,
according to ornithologists, is habitat
loss; birds are good indicators of the
overall state of the forests.
  The pressure to log more and more
started in the 1990s after Estonia
regained independence from the Soviet
Union in 1991, but intensified rapidly
after the massive wood pellet export
started. 
  High demand from abroad, along with
extremely high subsidies paid by
importing nations like Denmark, the UK
and the Netherlands have had a direct
impact on how our forests are managed.

Dozens of Non-Governmental
Organisations in Estonia are fighting to
save what we still have. We're fighting
to reduce the supply of wood pellets.

HELP
People abroad, like you, can help us to
reduce the demand for our wood pellets.  
Without high subsidies this trade would
not be lucrative.
  When we work together we can change
the course of this flawed development,
but we need to act fast.
  Instead of selling you dead trees in the
form of pellets we would very much like
to sell you the possibility of coming to
see our live trees and forest habitats
with our special animals and birds.    
 Nature tourism. That's one of many
alternatives for our forests instead of
clearcutting them fast for short-term
profit for very few people.

Let's make it happen!
 
Thank you for listening - The Save
Estonia's Forests team: Farishtamo,
Liina, Piret, Sandra, Terje, Tiina, Ylle
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Greetings from Estonia! 

Terv
itused Eestist!

Capercaillie

Flying squirrel



Years of construction and testing
Tripling the wellsite size
Drilling of 4 new wells 
18 months of 24/7 drilling
Production of oil for decades to come, resulting in
Up to 25 oil tankers a day for 20+ years on rural 

HELP US to stop plans for major fossil fuel extraction over 25
years, which would not only damage and pollute the beautiful
East Yorkshire countryside, but also contribute to the escalating
and urgent climate crisis. 

Who Are We? 
We are Fossil Free East Yorkshire (FFEY) and we are working for a
fossil free world. We (and our predecessors Frack Free East
Yorkshire) have been campaigning against extreme fossil fuel
extraction across East Yorkshire since 2014, when virtually the
whole region was identified as a northern sacrifice zone, with
licences for fossil fuel extraction issued from the Wolds to coast. 

Following years of campaigning, the awareness of - and
opposition to - fossil fuel extraction in the region has steadily
increased. This culminated in success in September 2021, when
councillors rejected a major oil drilling planning application for 8
oil wells at West Newton A in Holderness. 

Our Current Campaign
Despite defeating this original planning application, we cannot
rest on our laurels, as Rathlin Energy have now submitted a
revised application for the same site, West Newton A. 

If approved, this development would allow: 

       roads through Hull, Beverley and North Lincs.

ACT NOW – The planning consultation period ends in 
mid-February so immediate action is vital. 
You can find detailed guidance on how to object at
fossilfreeeastyorkshire.org/wna-expansion/

ST   P
Submit (or Resubmit) an objection -
even just a single word OBJECT
(5mins)
Object to the West Newton B time
extension as well
Spread the word. Tell your friends,
write to the media, share our
website and crowd-funder on your
own social media
Donate to the cost of the Expert
Reports, either via the FFEY website
or our Go Fund Me crowd-funder.
We need to raise £thousands to
fund experts who can scrutinise
the new plans in relation to
compliance with planning policies
and legislation, the impact on
traffic and highways, as well as any
hydro-geological issues that could
be involved. 

Write to your councillors and MPs
Get Active with us. See our website
for more details about how to help 

WHAT YOU CAN DO

       These reports were vitally
       important in informing and
       convincing councillors in
       September 2021, but are expensive. 

       go to fossilfreeeastyorkshire.org/

 

  
WEST NEWTONWEST NEWTON  

OIL AND GASOIL AND GAS
FIELD PLANSFIELD PLANS

Richard Howarth outlines Fossil Free East Yorkshire's
campaign to end drilling for oil and gas in the local
area, which Hull Friends of the Earth is supporting
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adding 4 new wells instead of 6 
almost doubling the site size, instead
of nearly trebling it
adding passing places on part of the
lorry route
planting trees and a hedgerow
around the site edge

Rathlin Energy’s plans for expansion and
production at its West Newton-A site
have been published online.
  Planning permission for a major increase
in the size and role of the East Yorkshire
site was refused in September 2021.
Councillors said the proposals were out of
character and scale for the area.
  The new planning application said it
sought to address these issues by:

As before, the new proposals seek to
produce oil and gas for up to 20 years.

Comparing the new and previous
planning statements:

Size
The new proposal expands the area by
180%, which is 27% smaller than the
previous application.

Wells
The new planning statement says: “The
primary approach is to utilise acid to
treat the wells”.

Distances
The nearest homes are closer to the site
and the new plan no longer shows the
proximity of nearby footpaths.

Duration of works
The reduced number of wells will have no
impact on the production phase because
the method of production has changed
since the previous application.

Traffic
Site construction to generate  132 daily
HGV trips. For workovers, lorry numbers
have changed from 10 per day to “depends   
             on maintenance requirement”.

Passing places 
Passing places to be created on Pasture
Lane, subject to agreement with the
council’s highways department.

HGV routes 
All vehicle arrivals and departures to be
“spread across two access/egress
routes”: an orange (southern) route and
blue (northern) route.  See plan below.

Noise
The planning statement said noise from
the site was acceptable “in accordance
with the relevant British Standards,
national and local planning policy”. It
said wellsite traffic would result in a
“negligible to minor” increase in noise.

Landscape and planting
The new statement said 5,150 locally
indigenous trees would be planted on
perimeter mounds around the site as
screening. Large trees would also be
planted at the site entrance to "fully
integrate with its surroundings". 
  Native hedgerow to be planted around
the wellsite to soften the appearance of
the 2.4m perimeter fence. From public
footpaths only the gas flare stack would
be visible. The height of processing
equipment was reduced from 8m to 5m.

Hazards and waste
Adding a section on Control of Major
Accident Hazard Regulations, the
statement expects the site to be in a
lower tier, with less strict requirements.
On waste, it added that natural gas
would be generated during well testing.

EC5 Supporting the energy sector 
ENV2 Promoting a high quality
landscape 
DM1 Impacts of mineral
development
DM2 Protecting residential amenity 
National Planning Policy Framework
on land stability
Planning Guidance on minerals 
ERYC Local Plan Strategy 
ERYC and Kingston-upon-Hull Joint
Minerals Local Plan 

Lighting
Mobilisation of equipment may require
24-hour operations and lighting.

Working and delivery hours
During decommissioning, the wellsite
operating and delivery hours have been
reduced by 1 hour. Operating hours for
restoration were also reduced.  In the
drilling phase, there appears to be a
contingency of 24-hour deliveries.

Planning policy
The new statement sets outhow it
believes the proposals comply with the
following local and national policies:

Consultation
The application added that an online
exhibition would be available before
determination of the revised proposals.
It said Rathlin had updated its website
and met the community liaison group.

West Newton-B
Proposals to extend the life of Rathlin’s
West Newton-B site by 3 years have
also been published. At the time of
writing, the planning statement for this
proposal was unavailable online. 

Heavily abridged. For full details see: 
drillordrop.com/2022/01/06/revised-
production-plans-published-for-west-
newton-a-oil-and-gas-site-whats-different

 West Newton-A – what’s different?
Ruth Hayhurst considers Rathlin Energy's revised plans for the site
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https://drillordrop.com/2021/09/30/breaking-councillors-reject-major-expansion-of-west-newton-oil-site/
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CLIMATE EMERGENCY       NO TO FOSSIL FUELS       CLIMATE EMERGENCY

Divest! Stop  East Riding
Pensions investing
in fossil fuel shares

shows that making your pension green is
21x better than giving up flying, going
veggie and switching energy provider.    
 It is calling on people to tell their pension
providers to go green. It’s the most
powerful thing you can do for the planet.

makemymoneymatter.co.uk/21x/
makemymoneymatter.co.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2021/10/UK-Pension-Industry-
Carbon-Emissions-Analysis.pdf 11

IF YOU have ever worked for a local
authority, quango or community
organisation in East Yorkshire
including Hull or North Lincolnshire,
it is likely you are a member of the
East Riding Pension Fund. It has a
reputation for being a good fund
and, as it pays my pension, I have no
desire to upset it!
  But in February 2021, East Riding of
Yorkshire councillors declared a
Climate Emergency. And 22 of those
same councillors sit on the pension
fund's Board. So does it make sense
for it to invest £220m in fossil fuels?
  The fund managers point out they
are legally obliged to take decisions
in the financial best interests of their
members and cannot be influenced
by political considerations, and I
wouldn’t argue with that. However,
the value of fossil fuel investments
is on a long-term downward trend. 
 In 2015, Local Government Pension
Schemes generally lost £683m by not
getting rid (divesting) of their shares
in coal. More recently, oil company
shares owned by UK public pension
funds fell in value by £2bn in four
years. Pension funds of the Welsh
Parliament, half of UK universities, 80
UK faith organisations and a further
1,300 institutions have committed to
divesting fossil fuels.
 Meanwhile, at present, every council
tax payer in this area is contributing
to investments that will ultimately
cost us all locally in terms of
flooding, coastal erosion and the
other effects of climate change.

You can find sample letters at 
fossilfreeeastyorkshire.org/divest/#
actnow which you can personalise to
send to your councillors. Even if they
are not on the pension fund's Board,
they can influence those who are. 
   If you let me know that you have
sent a letter, I’ll let you know when I
hear about any local action, or you
can keep in touch directly with FFEY.

Hilary Byers: 01482 445747;
hilary@amskaya.karoo.co.uk
With information from Fossil Free
East Yorkshire. See also
www.divest.org.uk/councils

Some years ago a few of us who are
members of the East Riding Pension
Fund attended the Annual
General Meeting at County Hall; I
remember that the Board seemed
surprised to see ‘ordinary’ members
there! We argued that the fund
should move out of investments in
coal mining. They listened but I’m
not sure we had any real influence.
 It might be that it's time to try again.
Fossil Fuel East Yorkshire (FFEY)
certainly think so and they have
launched a campaign for the East
Riding Pension Fund to stop
investing in fossil fuel companies.

Hilary Byers echoes calls for an urgent rethink

Climate change demo outside County Hall, Beverley, 2020, with Hilary Byers (3rd left)

A report by Make My Money Matter in
October last year found the UK pensions
industry enables more CO2 than all UK
carbon emissions put together.
  Pension schemes fund an estimated
330m tonnes of emissions every year. If
the industry were a country, it would be
in the top 20 carbon emitters globally.
  According to the report, to offset its
emissions, the industry would need to

 

reforest more than 50 per cent of the
UK’s entire landmass.
  Pension schemes are estimated to
invest £112bn into fossil fuels – that's
£60 for every £1,000 invested. 
  Make My Money Matter is calling for
the government to introduce legislation
to make net zero mandatory for all
pension schemes. The organisation has
also created the 21x Challenge, which 

 

21x - 'the most you can do for the planet'21x - 'the most you can do for the planet'

http://fossilfreeeastyorkshire.org/divest/#actnow


  HHeal the future - look backeal the future - look back

Alok Sharma MP declared COP26 ‘a
fragile win’. Once Climate Action Tracker
had analysed all the agreed targets, it
was estimated that global temperatures
would rise by 2.4-2.7 degrees by the end
of this century. This is considerably
higher than the goal of 1.5 degrees. 
  China and India have been told they
must explain their lack of action to the
poorest countries of the Global South,
who will be affected the most. Their
dependence on coal is the sticking point,
owing to the huge number of jobs this
industry provides. (Greenpeace 2021).  

CARBON SINKS
It wasn’t until the beginning of the 21st
century that environmental researchers
turned their attention to fruit orchards
as potential carbon sinks. The literature
search proved unfruitful so research
began in earnest around the globe.  
  The apple originated somewhere near
modern-day China and migrated, via
intrepid traders, around the world.
Today China leads the world in apple
production, boasting a whopping 1.99
million hectares of apple orchards. In
2012, Ting Wu, Yi Wang et al analysed
historical orchard data from 1990-2010. 
  Their calculations showed apple
orchards were responsible for 4.5% of
the total net carbon sink in all of China's
terrestrial ecosystems.  Peak carbon
sequestration was attained when the
orchard reached 18 years of age, after
which it declined. 
  Not all orchards are the same, so they
had to take into account variables such
as genotype, tree age, orchard density,
fruit production, training systems and
orchard management. 

WHERE DOES THE ATMOSPHERIC
CARBON GO? 
It goes into the structural parts such as
the trunk, branches, roots, soil and the
fruit. Scandellari, F. (2016) studied the
carbon sequestration potential of apple
orchards and vineyards of Italy and
found that apple orchards can fix up to
20 tons of carbon per hectare annually.
These figures are comparable to
temperate forests. 

 

Yvette Grindley assesses the past, present and future of local orchards
Cornell University's Alan Lasko studied
apple orchards in New York state. He
showed that one acre of orchard can
sequester about 20 tons per year. 15 tons
are released as oxygen and 5 tons go into
the structure and fruit. He also showed
that orchards supply an environmental
service of atmospheric cooling to the
tune of five billion British Thermal Units
(BTUs) per acre per season. That is the
equivalent of 120-125 air-conditioning
units with a capacity of 10,000 BTUs,
running 24/7 for 6 months. 
  From China to America, researchers are
finding orchards have real potential as
carbon sinks. So what can we do to help?

POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY
People in Hull and East Yorkshire have
grown apples for centuries.  Indeed, the
12th-century monks of Meaux Abbey had
a 20-acre orchard in Wawne. 
  In 1873, Cottingham had its very own
Pomological Society, which held its
second exhibition at the National School
in King Street. An article from Hull Packet
of 7 November refers to "...1500-1600
dishes of fruit filling four long tables
running the length of the room. Martin &
Sons exhibited 215 dishes of desert and
cooking apples."  Martin & Sons were fruit
and flower nursery owners with premises
in Hull and Cottingham. 
  A piece in the Hull Daily Mail of 22
October 1896 states:  "The Boston Watch
Committee have decided to provide the
police with a bicycle. Orchards cover
nearly 1000 acres in the East Riding." 
 Clearly, Hull and East Riding had a
flourishing fruit-growing industry.
  In the early part of the 20th century, 
the government decided orchards 
should be grubbed up because crops
were poor quality and unreliable. New
Zealand and Canada would supply the
UK. This led to farms planting field 
crops, which emit greenhouse gases
(GHGs) from tillage, fossil fuels and
pesticides. Conversely, the ground in
orchards lays undisturbed, preserving
organic matter. 

Another reason why Hull lost orchards
was the booming population during the
industrial revolution; housing had to be
built for the workers. Wealthier residents
were lucky enough to have their own
mini-orchards within their gardens. 

CIMATE CHANGE AND FLOODING
Public awareness of climate change has
never been higher than it is today. Hull
has a history of flooding and the floods 
of 2007 affected thousands of residents.
   Since then, lagoons have been installed
to the west of Hull to catch run-off from
the high ground. A concrete wall
stretches from Paull in the east to Hessle
in the west to withstand tidal surges
from the Humber. 
  In the 2007 floods, Pickering Road
Community Orchard lost 10% of its 
three-year-old trees, whose roots stood
in anoxic, stagnant water for over three 
 weeks. Despite this, the annual harvest
took place in August and was successful.
However, all of the crops on the adjoining
allotments perished. 
  In 2018, a heatwave and drought saw
wide cracks open up in the clay soil.
Measurements were taken, with some
fissures found to be 48cm deep. Thank-
fully, none of the fruit trees suffered any
long-term effects. 

EXTREME WEATHER
Between September and November 2019,
Hull again experienced high rainfall. Hull
City Council's Flood Investigation Report
2020 states 361mm (14.21 in) of rain fell
compared to the 2014-18 average of 
 144mm (5.67 in). Pickering Road
Orchard's trees coped, but many
allotment crops were lost.    
  Such extreme weather events provide
evidence of  orchards' resilience compared
to field crops. Planting orchards will not
solve the climate crisis, but research and
actual experience show the part they can 
 play in carbon capture and food security. 
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ALL OF OUR 4,679 streams, lakes and
rivers have recently failed to meet even
minimum chemical standards.
  Generally speaking, at present very few
of our rivers are even reasonably safe
for bathing or swimming, even for robust
and healthy people. This is because the
nature of pollution now present in rivers
has changed. The main risks arise from:

Chemicals
From industry, fertilisers, pesticides, farm
run-off, plus domestic chemicals present
in sewage. There are now thousands of
newly synthesised chemicals used for
various purposes, whose persistence
and consequences are largely unknown.
Their toxic profile includes carcinogens,  
immuno-suppressants and endocrine
disruptors. Many are banned, yet persist
in our environments and waterbodies
with no concerted attempts to study,
track or remove them. Some have been
dubbed the “Forever Chemicals”.

Bacteria
These originate largely from sewage
and from agricultural run-off from fields.
Their source is directly animals along
with discharges from sewage works, or
from the run-off of sewage sludge
when it is spread upon fields as fertiliser.
These bacteria also originate from
neighbouring woodlands and other
ecosystems. They  vary from harmless
to highly pathogenic, but few are being
monitored for their pathogenic nature,
nor are they being removed.

Other water-borne pathogens
These include protozoa (microscopic
sized single-celled animals), fungi, and
viruses such as giardia, cryptosporidia,
shigella and norovirus.

Marinet blogger Brian Morgan reports on the state of our watercourses

Often overlooked is the fact that many
pathogens are carried by domestic pets
with high daily defecation rates, whose
waste drains via rainwater into streams.

Giardiasis is the most common of these
diseases. It's regional, seasonal, and most
prevalent in the south. This microscopic
parasite lives in the guts of cattle and
other ruminants. It can also be carried in
poorly treated drinking water.

Cryptosporidiasis is caused by
cryptosporidia in the gut of cattle. It
mostly affects children under 5, causing
watery diarrhoea. The parasites are fairly
resistant to chlorination in swimming
pools and treatment in sewage works.

Escherichia Coli (E-coli) infection causes
stomach ailments from mild to serious.

Evidence Gaps
The Environment Agency (EA) cites
several gaps in the evidence, saying:
“The main evidence gap is in confirming
the source of faecal bacteria, which is
very challenging due to:
° Many potential pathways and sources.
° Varying decay rates of pathogens.
° The intensity and cost of monitoring.
° No routine monitoring of Drinking
Waters Protected Areas for bacterial
contamination. Water companies are
required to monitor their supplies, and
alert us if they detect an issue.”
  Swimmers can mitigate the risk with
good hygiene and washing down as
soon as they leave the water. But this
won't help if they've got infected water
in the eyes or swallowed it. And what
about children and vulnerable people?

Abridged from: 
www.marinet.org.uk/brian-morgan-blog/

Normally our immune systems would
give us some protection. But now we
have reduced protection because over-
used antibiotics have lost their potency,
and common bacteria have developed
resistance to them. 
  Increasing damage to our immune
systems from ultrafine particulate
pollution, caused by industry and traffic,
is breaking down our normal immune
response and its resistance to many
diseases. This has led to reports of a rise
in fatal sepsis over the past decade.
  We also have the introduction of new
or re-emerging water-borne diseases,
such as hepatitis A, tuberculosis, typhoid
fever, vibrio, salmonella and, shigella. This
is the result of poor health regulation in  
world-wide travel, and through
economies made in local government.
  In most cases the symptoms following
bathing in our polluted waters were
minor stomach upsets, lasting for days
or weeks. While causing minor sickness
in some, they can lead to disablement or
even prove fatal for other people.

The Big Three
Bacteria are single-celled organisms,
which occur abundantly in nature. They
occur naturally and especially in lakes,
rivers and streams.

Protozoa are also single celled
organisms but tend to be larger. As
these increase in numbers, so do many
other harmful pathogens.

Pollution is increasing the number of
fatal cases, along with resurging ‘lost
diseases’, largely owing to global travel
and reductions in local services. While
the consequences are high, most risks
are relatively low, but still unacceptable.

Advice against bathing
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Ingredients
8oz/ 225g red lentils
1 onion, chopped
1 green pepper, finely chopped
2 tablespoons oil
2 teaspoons curry powder
400g tin chopped tomatoes
1 ¼ pints/ ¾ litre veg stock
1 garlic clove
1 teaspoon dry mustard
2 teaspoons paprika

About 50m pheasants are reared and
released into the countryside every year
for recreational shooting, along with
another 10m or so red-legged partridges.   
  When they are being reared in captivity
these birds are livestock, benefiting from
the same welfare protection as, for
example, chickens kept in captivity. 
  In late summer, before the opening of the
shooting season, they are transferred to
release pens to make the transition to
becoming wild birds, finding their own food
and trying to avoid being eaten by foxes
and other predators. When the doors of the
release pens are opened, the gamebirds,
reared in captivity as livestock, become
wild birds. Or do they?
  The Department for Environment, Food
and Rural Affairs (Defra) has suggested that
if gamebirds are revisiting their release
pens, perhaps to find food, they are still
livestock. This is like saying that blue tits
visiting a garden bird feeder are livestock
when they fly back to the wood.
  It all boils down to whether land owners
can kill native wildlife, such as carrion
crows, under the terms of the general
licences, to protect their 'livestock'. 
  Wild Justice is taking legal advice and
would potentially support individuals who
wanted to claim compensation for damage
done by someone's gamebirds to their
vegetable patch. Pheasants are the cause of
many road traffic accidents every year - 
 occasionally fatal - and we wonder if
shooting interests want to risk being held
liable for their livestock's impact on others.

wildjustice.org.uk/

"Not even considering the implications 
of the Heat and Buildings Strategy on
groups such as older and disabled
people, and people of colour and ethnic
minorities is quite shocking, given these
groups are disproportionately impacted
by fuel poverty, for example.”

 
OBLIGATION
Rowan Smith, solicitor at Leigh Day said:
“Under the Climate Change Act 2008,
the Secretary of State has a legal
obligation to set out how the UK will
actually meet carbon reduction targets...  
  "FOE is concerned that this places future
generations at a particular disadvantage,
because current mistakes are harder to
rectify the closer we get to 2050. That is
why this legal challenge is so important.”

FOE lodged the papers on 12 January. 

Watch this space 

friendsoftheearth.uk/climate/government-
taken-court-over-inadequate-climate-
strategies

VEGAN LENTIL VEGAN LENTIL SOUPSOUP
Another Green Fair favourite and a great
warmer for a cold day. Makes about 4
servings of thick soup, but is easily scaled 
 up or thinned by adding stock or water.

Instructions
Soak lentils in water for 1 hour; drain.

In a large pan, saute onion and peppers in 1
tablespoon of the oil for a few minutes till tender.

Stir in tomatoes, lentils, curry powder and stock. 

Bring to the boil, reduce heat, part-cover and simmer,
stirring occasionally to prevent it burning on the
bottom, for about 30 minutes or until lentils are
tender, adding more stock or water if necessary.

[If you are making it the night before for an event,
you can do it up to here and add the rest of the
ingredients as you re-heat it.]

Peel, crush and finely chop the garlic.

Add remaining oil, mustard, garlic and paprika to the
soup and simmer for a further 10 mins.

Hilary Byers

Friends of the Earth (FOE) are taking the
government to court over Net Zero and
Heat and Buildings, describing the climate
strategies as “woefully inadequate”. 
  FOE claims the government's pathways
to net zero are theoretical and do not
include further detail explaining how they
can be fulfilled. 
  FOE also state the government failed in
considering the impact of its Heat and
Buildings strategy on protected groups.

UNLAWFUL
Katie de Kauwe, an FOE lawyer, said:
“With characteristic sleight of hand the
government has set out an imaginary
pathway for reducing carbon emissions
but no credible plan to deliver it.
  "A rapid and fair transition to a safer
future requires a plan that shows how
much greenhouse gas reduction the
chosen policies will achieve, and by when.   
  "That the plan for achieving net zero is
published without this information in it is
very worrying, and we believe unlawful."

Schrodinger's
pheasant

When are gamebirds wild and when
are they livestock, Wild Justice asks

See you
 

in court
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https://www.energylivenews.com/2021/05/03/233429/
https://www.energylivenews.com/2021/12/08/activists-are-taking-the-government-in-high-court-for-lng-project-in-mozambique/
https://www.energylivenews.com/2021/10/19/government-unveils-landmark-net-zero-strategy/
https://www.energylivenews.com/2021/10/19/industry-responds-to-the-governments-heat-and-buildings-strategy/
https://www.futurenetzero.com/net-zero-101-what-is-net-zero/
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WE WANT to give you an update on 
our world-first legal challenge to scrap
factory farming and ask for your support
at this crucial point in the campaign.
  First of all, a big thank you to everyone
who has helped us get this far either by
donating or generally cheering us on. As
a team of volunteers, we could not have
got to this point without you.

HEARING
We are delighted to tell you we have
been granted a court hearing in January.
This will enable our fantastic legal team,
headed by Michael Mansfield QC and
supported by barristers Philip Rule and
Lorna Hackett, to make the case for a
detailed hearing, where full arguments
about why a judicial review into factory
farming is needed can be made.

HELP
Please can you do any or all of the
following to help us get factory farming
scrapped for good:

For People, Planet and AnimalsFor People, Planet and Animals

Jane Tredgett provides a
timely update on Humane
Being's legal campaign to
end factory farming

• Help raise awareness – tell journalists,
friends, work colleagues – anyone you
can about why this case is important;
• Share our social media posts;
• Create your own social media posts;
• Join our Twitter storm (details TBC)
• Donate to our legal fees. We have
raised £43,000 specifically for the legal
fees plus some donations to the wider
campaign / Humane Being. We need
£60,000 to pay our legal team, who
are working at drastically reduced rates
and £11,000 to pay the bill submitted
by the Department of the Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs (Defra).

SUMMARY
The UK Government is failing to protect
people from the consequences of factory
farming: health risks from pandemics,
antibiotic resistance, the climate crisis
and pollution. The farms are shockingly
cruel for animals, problematic for the
planet and create disease risk for people
and the animals.
  Our legal team believes that the
Government is in breach of its positive
obligations under Articles 2, 3 and 8 of
the European Convention of Human
Rights and is in violation of section 6 of
the Human Rights Act 1998.
We've created a booklet summarising
our research. It has information about
UK policies but much of the research is
applicable anywhere.  Here's the link:
78460747.flowpaper.com/FactoryFarmi
ngisharminganimalspeopleandtheplanet

CONTACT
Thank you for your interest and any
support you can give. Please do email
jane@humanebeing.org.uk if you
have any questions or want to be
added to our database for updates.
  
Together we can Scrap Factory
Farming and help protect: people
from disease, animals from cruelty
and the planet from further harm. 

LEGAL CASE
We're a small group of UK volunteers.
In June 2021, we filed an application for
a judicial review of the Government’s
approach to factory farming. The
claimants are Dr Alice Brough (a pig
veterinarian, who has left the industry),
Humane Being (a volunteer-run charity)
and Jane Tredgett (citizen and former
RSPCA trustee). The defendant is the
Secretary of State for the Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs.

http://r.mail.crowdjustice.co.uk/mk/cl/f/jKBzHDuuGOM7nimy5utfDaGxmSgzgW456oSkY8pHMLtwoc1dH4hDNCEHHzXOPZzOy-ivRja1bD1EApCNakTNr56qPLv_fD2XU3xT7LGNVDDyNpi1NCigJH3Ewg4qbYXom7SJGE4A_Le47gDSvBsPpmRC76XQlpCTy31uiFv_a7MPoq-C-8Lx3xDwD36vQfSScKnmA05uRE_jSS_wClTV5wP8WlZGmXGaY5IsswjTpyHfWmEQBUjK8Hb_K3xw2MNL1MPTZZY-iRCOBUymMtDZh5P_q28SV4SO5scE1vmdUHIanNVJ0JsfWqQ2Ud_W4Wmk2dm6-aY8fWkAkP09T1NOrJxeQPqFrfprQkTLa16LfqXkOsgp_Eu1Agj6cIxnZgR7m6lyk1gT9AgztxtDFIbUe5-KrXBxO7R0ZiSFuVo6wrbKTErXTyXdfbsGeO3KZF6OBtTJlzVo1QdCtlA4xw
mailto:jane@humanebeing.org.uk


with the shape and size so the pond naturally fitted in
its surroundings and left access space. The next step
was digging – done by hand as it’s impossible to get a
digger in, which certainly made up for the gym being
closed! It’s important to dig to various levels as wildlife
and plants enjoy different water depths. A sloping beach
area allows animals to enter or escape the water easily.

 chose a flexible one made from EDPM rubber. A fleece
underlay protects it from stones and tree roots. There
really is no alternative to polymer liners, but with a
lifetime guarantee the benefits outweigh the negatives.
I filled the pond using water butts. Avoid tap water as it
contains chemicals and nutrients which attract algae.   

 

 videos. For the pump, I considered using solar but
current models lack sufficient power so I opted for a
low-consumption Eco-pump. A bridge built from FSC-
certified sustainable timber over the pump provides
shelter, enables easy maintenance and creates an
attractive feature.

For the planting, I mostly used native species from Ings
Lane and Beverley Garden Centres. I avoided fish as
they eat frogspawn and larvae. Introducing fish would
also mean installing filtration systems. Instead, the plants
and waterfall keep the pond healthy and balanced.

A frog took up permanent residence before I’d even
finished. The birds are regularly dropping in for a bath
and the hedgehog wanders down the beach for a
drink. We’ve started to see damselflies, too. As for us,
we now have a beautifully relaxing space where the
sound of trickling water calms us down and
reconnects us with nature whenever we need it. The
effort was well worth it.

DON'T WORRY how small
your garden is – even the
tiniest pond will make a
difference.
PLAN, PLAN & PLAN. It’s
hard to change pond
features once built. I
thoroughly recommend
RHS How to Create a
Wildlife Pond by presenter
Kate Bradbury (ISBN:
9780241472927) for
designing the wildlife
friendly features. For the
technicalities of pond
building - especially
waterfalls - check out Mark
“the pond advisor” on
YouTube. I couldn’t have
done it without him.
BE MODEST and keep it
simple. I had plans for a
huge cascading waterfall,
but it would have looked
out of place. Sometimes
less is more!
HAVE FUN and enjoy
what you have created for
people and nature. If you
would like any advice or to
see the pond, please do
get in touch.

My tops tips:

I used locally sourced York stone to create a natural
edge that hides and protects the liner from sun
degradation. It also forms the waterfall and offers cover
for creatures. Be careful where you get your stone and
gravel from because much of it is not sustainable and
causes damage to river and sea beds. Some is mined
overseas with questionable labour practices.

 

Build your own eco pond
Want to do your bit for wildlife and create a beautiful, relaxing
garden feature? Then build a pond this year, says Alan Gribben

A waterfall creates movement and sound in the garden. This was the trickiest part.
Making it look and sound natural is an art. I spent a lot of time learning from YouTube 

There are various choices of liner. Some are pre-formed, but wanting my own shape I 

The first step was to mark out the ground with rope. This allowed me to experiment

*www.wildlifetrusts.org/habitats/
freshwater/ponds

EVEN SMALL ponds can host a wealth of wildlife. With climate
change we’re seeing longer periods of very dry weather,
leaving wildlife struggling to find water to breed, hide, drink and
bathe in. According to the Wildlife Trusts, the UK has lost half a
million ponds over the past 100 years, with one in five of
those remaining deemed to be in poor condition*.

So it’s vital that any of us with a garden, however small, builds
a pond. I’ve loved ponds ever since, aged 12, I made one from
an old dustbin cut in half, so after moving house a couple of
years ago, it was time to build another. I wanted it to attract
wildlife, be enjoyable to sit by and look as natural as possible.
After some research, I set about the design.
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A RANKING by Pesticide Action Network UK
(PAN UK) shows highly toxic pesticides are
used within the supply chains of the UK’s
largest 10 supermarkets. Among these
chemicals are carcinogens and hormone
disruptors as well as bee toxins and water
contaminants that harm aquatic species. 
  PAN UK's Josie Cohen said: “Some are
doing much better than others, [but] we
found they could all be doing more to phase
out the most dangerous pesticides. 
  "While some of these chemicals are still
used in the UK, many are banned because of
their impact on human health and the
environment. But they are still allowed in
many countries where our food is grown.”
  The results, based on survey responses
from the UK’s largest 10 supermarkets, echo
those of PAN UK’s previous ranking in 2019,
but with some key changes. M&S and
Waitrose are still ‘best in class’ with Co-op
and Sainsbury’s still close behind, swapping
3rd and 4th positions.   
  Morrisons leapt 2 places to take 5th, while
Tesco and Asda remain static in 6th and 8th
place. Lidl did not respond to the 2019
survey,but came in 7th. Aldi fell to 9th after
clarifying that bee-toxic and other pesticides 
banned by the EU do remain in use in their
supply chains (like all other supermarkets 
in the UK). 
  Iceland dropped 1 position since 2019 to
come in last. 
  Cohen added: “Supermarkets have made
progress in reducing pesticide-related harms
over the past 2 years but there is still a long
way to go. Due to the global environmental
crisis, more and more people are thinking
about how their eating habits are 
impacting nature.”

UK supermarkets undermining
global health and environment
with use of hazardous pesticides

PAN UK surveyed the 10 supermarkets
with the largest share of grocery sales,
ranking them against 8 criteria related to
pesticides, including how they support
suppliers to use non-chemical alternatives.

FINDINGS 
• UK supermarkets are not doing enough
to protect bees and pollinators. Most have
placed restrictions on the use of bee-toxic
neonicotinoids (banned in the UK in 2018)
but they are still used in the supply chains
of all 10 of the UK’s largest supermarkets.
 
 

The list excludes Iceland and M&S, which
don’t have gardening ranges. In a positive
step, both Co-op and Waitrose announced
an end to their sale of pesticides in 2021. 
• In general, the higher-end supermarkets
are doing more to reduce pesticide-related
harms linked to their global supply chains.
As a result, shoppers concerned about
pesticides who are on lower incomes are
often left with little choice but to shop at
supermarkets with weaker standards.  
 “Most of the pesticides used in global 

• Highly Hazardous Pesticides are still used
in all UK supermarket supply chains. The
list includes acutely toxic pesticides linked
to a range of chronic diseases like cancer,
developmental disorders and birth defects. 
• All conduct residue testing on food to
check pesticide levels do not exceed legal
limits, but only two (M&S and Co-op) have
started publishing this in detail. 
• Asda, Aldi, Lidl, Morrisons, Sainsbury’s
and Tesco continue to sell high-risk
pesticide products (such as weedkillers).

 

agriculture are entirely unnecessary. There
are tried and tested non-chemical
alternatives which protect human health
and don’t trash the environment while still
producing the amount of food we need”,
said Cohen, adding: “If we are to have any
chance  of reversing the current 
 biodiversity and public  health crises, then
all supermarkets need to  step up and do
more to  prevent pesticide-related harms.” 

/Continued overleaf 17



STOP PRESS!
WE WANT TO MEET YOU
Hull Food Inequality Alliance (HFIA) is meeting on Tuesday
18 January. This is a progress update and a great
opportunity for new as well as existing members to hear
about what HFIA has been doing over the past year,
working towards the development of  Hull's Food Poverty
Action Plan. 

Meeting name: HFIA Annual Progress Update 
Date: Tues 18 January 1-2:30pm via MS Teams 
 
For more information or the Teams invitation 
please contact cara@rootedinhull.org.uk

Volunteer drivers needed
FareShare are in desperate need of 
drivers to help deliver food to food pantries, 
community groups and schools across the region.
  At present, they have a number of drivers self-isolating,
which makes it difficult to get food out. The charity urgently
needs volunteer drivers who can spare a few hours to help.

Call 07973393788 or email dellis@goodwintrust.org.

wet wipes, tobacco filters, sachets
single-use cups

PLASTIC FANTASTIC?
The Department for Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs (Defra) is gathering evidence on commonly
littered single-use plastic items to help inform
future policy decisions. They are interested in your
views on single-use plastic items, especially:

They also want views on how to shift away from
single-use items to reusable/refillable alternatives:

consult.defra.gov.uk/environmental-quality/call-for-
evidence-on-commonly-littered-and-problem/

As well as responding to this call for evidence, you
can contribute to the Defra consultation on
banning the supply of commonly littered single-use
plastic items in England here:

consult.defra.gov.uk/environmental-
quality/consultation-on-proposals-to-ban-
commonly-littered/

Deadline in each case: 12 February 2022

IIIn briefn briefn brief
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Continued from page 17

PAN UK are calling on supermarkets to
• Increase efforts to phase out highly hazardous pesticides from their
global supply chains. 
• Support suppliers to reduce pesticide use through conducting research
and training. 
• Require suppliers to adopt pollinator-friendly practices and monitor
pollinator activity. 
• End the use of pesticides known to be particularly harmful to
pollinators throughout supply chains.
• Introduce additional safety requirements designed to protect workers
using harmful pesticides. 
• Immediately end the sale of all synthetic pesticide products. 
• Put in place measures to reduce pesticide residues in food. 
• Improve transparency around pesticides. 
• Make more effort to proactively communicate with customers to
encourage them to: buy fruit and vegetables that are in season and
aren’t cosmetically perfect; accept the occasional ‘bug’ in fresh produce.
• Boost organic sales by expanding ranges and marketing of organic
produce. 

What can shoppers do? 
• Tell supermarkets to reduce pesticide-related harms linked to its global
supply chains, and to stop selling high-risk pesticide products in its
gardening and pet ranges. 
• Stop buying pesticide products and stop using them in their gardens. 
• Choose to buy the ‘wonky’ or most imperfect-looking fruit and
vegetables, thereby reducing the need for cosmetic pesticides. 
• Congratulate supermarkets if they find a bug in fresh produce.
Complaints from customers about bugs are one of the factors holding
supermarkets back from reducing their pesticide use. 
• Buy local, seasonal produce to reduce the need for fungicides which
stop fresh produce rotting in  transport. 
• Buy organic whenever possible. 

More information:
For full details of the survey, including topics and ranking methods, plus
more information on the findings, see: www.pan-uk.org/supermarkets/

mailto:cara@rootedinhull.org.uk
mailto:dellis@goodwintrust.org
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/single-use-plastic-banning-the-supply-of-commonly-littered-single-use-plastic-items
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Global Day of Action

Shorelines: art meets activism

Litter-picking with 

Rubbish Friends

Fun times!

Speaking out at the 
Big Conversation



Hull Friends of the Earth contacts: 

Title (please tick):    

Name:

Postal address:

Postcode:

How do you want to receive Eco? (Tick)  By email (in colour)?         In print by post (black and white)?

Payment

         

Please make an annual Standing Order or bank payment if possible - it means we don’t need to send
reminders! Use your name as the reference to make sure we can identify your payment. 

Bank details: Payee Hull FOE     Sort Code 05-05-25     Account No 27534801
Cheques payable to: Hull Friends of the Earth

Data protection: We will keep your details safe and only use them to manage Hull Friends of the Earth 
group and keep you informed. You have the right to see the data and request its removal at any time.

I agree to Hull Friends of the Earth storing and using the data provided for the above purposes:       
Signature: 

Please send this form, and cheque if applicable, to Treasurer/Membership Secretary

Mr      Mrs      Ms      Mx  

Alister Heywood, 90 Sunny Bank, Hull HU3 1LF 
ecohullfoe@gmail.com   Tel 07968 088482

Membership
Email:

 
Phone:

 

Rohan Lewis, 121 New Village Road, Cottingham HU16 4ND
rohan2@rohan2.karoo.co.uk  Tel 01482 844629

Treasurer/Membership Secretary

Coordinator 
Claire Gribben, hello@hfoe.org.uk or
clairegribben@me.com  Tel 07740 381905

Eco Editor  (welcomes your news,
articles and photos for Hull Eco)

Membership Fee
£10 waged    £5 unwaged

Donation

TOTAL

£

£

£

www.hfoe.org.uk                   
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